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Governor's budget: mixed reactions
by Tammy Eves
Mixed reactions from legislators and
University officials followed the unveiling
last Thursday of Governor Joseph E.
Brennan's 1980 budget, which slashed
some $10 million off the University's
budget request and called for a modest
seven percent salary increase for faculty.
The Brennan budget does, however,
offer the University a $4 million increase
over this year's $38.7 million appro-
priation. and another $2.5 million in 1981,
but UMO President Howard R. Neville said
the budget offers "much less than what we
need."
-We'll have- to make some important
decisions if the legislature doesn't increase
the funding," Neville said.
Although he has not seen a copy of the
budget yet. Neville said there will have to
be some re-allocation or budget cuts if the
legislature passes the governor's budget as
is.
"That amount of funding will not allow
the salary adjustments we have to make,"
he said.
Inflationary costs, continuing projects
and programs and maintenance problems
will result in some tough decision making if
the governor's budget is passed, Neville
,4 few warming rays of sunshine on a cold day highlight the contours of the rottingbeams of an old barn. photo by Christopher Mills]
Ex-chairman rebuts
University accusations
by Dan Warren
The former chairman of the UMO
chemistry department who is pursuing a
grievance suit against UMO rebutted last
weekend a Friday Maine Campus story in
which administrators and faculty labeled
him as incompetent and unresponsive.
Oscar E. Weigang said he was "greatly
surprised" at his November 1977 demotion
from the chairmanship to a teaching
position, because ',only two months
before, I got a solid review and the college
recommended that I continue the three
more years" on his five-year chairman
contract. Weigang came to UMO in the fall
of 1975 from Tulane University in New
Or lea ns .
UMaine Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy
has agreed to review Wiegang's grievance
case and will announce a decision
sometime in mid-March. If McCarthy
upholds UMO's decision to demote Wei-
gang and UMO President Howard R.
Neville's decision to fire him, Weigang
could appeal to the UMaine Board of
Trustees.
In October of 1977, the chemistry
department faculty presented James Clark,
UMO's vice president for Academic
Affairs, with "literally a laundry list of
complaints' about Weigang. and a "loss
of confidence- letter that recommended
his demotion. Weigang said. A month
later, Neville demoted Weigang. He
continued to come to work each day, but
refused to teach.
In a telephone interview this weekend
from his Austin, Texas residence, Weigang
told the Campus his side of the story:
"I came to UMO to be an administrator,
not a teacher," he said. "I was given a
Continued on page 2
said.
C. Stuart Doty, president of the
University's faculty union, said he has not
seen the budget either. But he said the
seven percent faculty pay increase offered
in the budget as reported by local press
"will make us worse off than we already
are."
"The quality of the University will go
downhill," Doty said. "The faculty will
have to leave or give up. Seven percent, in
other words, simply won't do it. You can't
maintain a quality University on these
kinds of salaries.
"We're in a crisis situation," he said.
"Seven ,percent doesn't cope with that
crisis. It aggravates it."
The UMO faculty are currently among
the lowest paid in the nation, and Doty said
if they don't receive more than a seven
percent salary increase, they will become
the lowest paid.
"Now, we're near the bottom of the
country. It could put us the lowest in the
country," he said.
Doty said Brennan's budget is not much
more liberal than a Longley budget would
have been, but two Orono legislators
believe the governor's budget is a step in
the right direction.
Republican senator Dana C. Devoe said
the governor's budget message to the
legislature "sounded very sympathetic to
the University."
"To me, he showed an awareness that
the budget has been held down in the last
few years and that he's going to do
something about it," Devoe said.
He believes the seven percent salary
increase is more than the University would
have gotten had Longley still been
governor, and that a Longley budget would
have been more "militant."
"Brennan is opening the door. He gave
a sympathetic presentation as far as the
University of Maine is concerned," Devoe
said.
Democratic Representative Richard S.
Davies also was happy with Brennan's
budget, which he said was "very liberal."
"I think we can be quite pleased the
governor has realized the serious issues of
the University," Davies said.
He said there is "no comparison at all"
between the Brennan budget and past
Longley budgets; and although he thought
UMO faculty might be unhappy with the
Continued on page 3
BCC: a senate still faced
with internal conflicts
by Enid Logan
Personal feelings were running high at
last night's Bangor Community College
senate meeting and the meeting ended up
with another resignation of one of its
members. It left the group without the
necessary quorum to vote on measures to
elect the vacant vice president post.
Peter Gagnon, Augusta Hall senator,
quit during the meeting saying "The
senators don't know what the fuck they are
doing."
The senators couldn't agree on what
they should do when Gagnon stood up to
resign, which left the senate without a
quorum.
"I'm resigning from an organization that
doesn't know what it's doing," said
Gagnon.
Last week, the senate was left without a
president when William Crowell was
dismissed from school due to grades. Vice
president Reed Jordan also planned to
resign, but later withdrew his resignation
and assumed the presidency when he
learned of Crowell's situation.
Jordan nominated Carol Thibodeau to
vice president at the last meeting but her
election failed to get the two-thirds
majority necessary under the constitutional
rules.
"They were just ticked off because they
didn't get what they wanted last week,"
said Gagnon, referring to the defeat of the
nomination.
"There is too much internal bickering
and a basic lack of attendance rapidly
bringing about the demise of the senate.-
said one member who wished to remain
anonymous.
"Personal feelings are entering into the
senate too much. I'm sickened by them,"
said one senator.
Sources said the senate's lack of concern
for the students is also a problem.
"The way the senators are taking their
positions personally and not taking the
responsibilities of a senator the way they
should is also hurting us," said one
senator.
Sources said the lack of knowledge of a
serator is also hurting them. "They want
the power a senator's position gives them
but that they don't know why they are
there."
According to Gagnon, "the organization
has potential if they'd get the stupid people
out of there."
"So few want to work and there are too
many that are killing it," said Gagnon.
"The dorms," said Gagnon, "should
re-advise the senators and get these ones
out."
Neville offered
presidency
at Alfred
by Doug Bailey
President Howard R. Neville has
been offered the presidency of
Alfred University at Alfred, Nev.
York, according to Universit
sources close to the president.
Neville, who last month denied to
the press he was a candidate for the
job, visited the Alfred campus last
week to conclude selection inter-
views.
Official announcement of the offer
has not been made and Neville could
not be reached for comment.
It was also disclosed Monday that
Neville will leave later this week for
Clemson University in Clemson.
South Carolina, where he is one of
four finalists for the top position
there, to participate in final selection
interviews.
Neville is not the only admini-
strator who is going job shopping
this weekend, however. James
Clark, vice president for Academic
Affairs, will visit Cortland State
College in Cortland, N.Y., where he
is a contender for that school'
presidency.
Cortland State is a small (6,000
enrollment) extension of the Statl
University of New York.
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Lowiown
Tuesday February 13
All day. Hazardous Waste Conference Hilltop
Conference Center
11 am Chemistry Seminar, Prof Alton Clark
will speak on "Molecular Beam Epitaxy of
Ternary Semiconductor Compounds ' 335
Aubert Hall
12 noon Dialogue on Rye. Booze and Drugs
on Campus and in the Community," Coe
Lounge Memorial Union
Power and Success Series, The New
Woman Network—Part 1, Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
7 and 9 p.m. SUAB movie, "Carrie," Student
Union, BCC
8 p m John Mooney. Bear's Den.
Tuesday and Wednesday, February 13 and 14
5-7 p.m. Appointments for preventive medicine
program. Chadbourne Hall.
Wednesday, February 14
11 a.m. Film, "Beyond the Next Harvest,"
FFA Room. memorial Union.
7 and 915 p.m IDB movie. "Carrie," 130
Little.
7 p.m. UMO women vs USM Basketball,
Memorial Gym,
7•33 p m. Hockey. UMO vs. Colby
Lecture on Transcendental Meditation, 215
East Annex.
Cultural Film Series, "Minnie and Mosko-
witze," Student Union, BCC.
Thursday, February 15
12 noon. Sandwich Cinema, "The Great
Thaw." Norm Lown Room Memorial Union.
3:30 p.m Zoology Seminar, "Demography and
Coevolution in a Burrowing Wolf Spider arid a
Predaosous Wasp," 102 Murray Hall
7 and 9.15 p.m. IDB movie, "Carrie," 100
Nutting Hall.
Friday. February 16
8 p.m. Neworld Mime Ensemble. Blue Hill
Town Hall.
8:15 p.m. Cynthia Lite& violin recital, Lord
Hall.
7 and 9:30 p.m "Citizen Kane." 101 EM.
8 p.m. Juice Bar Jam, Hilltop Commons.
Monday, Feb‘uary 19
7 p.m. Kayak Club, 1912 Room. Memorial
Union.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, beginning
February 12
7 a.m Judo Club, in front of betting cages in
Fieldhouse. Open to everyone, no charge.
• A long list of complaints
From page 1
five-year contract to administrate the
chemistry department. For two years I did
that and at that time was given 'a solid
review. The administration at the college
(UMO) recommended I continue with my
contact.
"Then, suddenly, the faculty became
unhappy. . .they presented me literally a
laundry list of complaints. I don't
remember what they were, but they were
very vague, not specific at all. They said
things like 'poor management' or 'bad
relations.' They gave no examples."
"I responded in detail to their letter, but
they never responded or never acknow-
ledged my letter formally. They seemed
the ones unresponsive. So. in November of
1977, I was removed from the chairman-
ship and asked to teach. I refused, simply
because that wasn't what I came to Orono,
Maine to do—teach. I came to adminis-
trate. If I'm going to teach, I'll go
elsewhere.
"I couldn't believe the situation had
been handled like that. . .without President
Neville calling a hearing or anything. So. I
filed a grievance. I talked to the chancellor
who saw nothing wrong with what had
been done and I went to the trustees who
told me it wasn't their issue at that point."
Weigang said in April of 1977, he
received good recommendations from both
a group of graduate students and some
"external consultants."
"1 felt I was a good administrator," he
said.
Sources close to Gordon Haaland, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, said
Weigang overspent his budget by a great
amount, but the Campus could not confirm
this. Most administrators contacted re-
fused to discuss the case.
Weigang, now represented by attorney
Julio Descantis of Bangor, took a sabattical
leave from teaching during the spring 1978
semester and returned to Orono in June to
begin searching for a lawyer. The search
was difficult, he recalled.
"The first attorney I had, from the firm
of Ford and Hall, looked at my case and
couldn't believe it," Weigang said. "He
saw that my contract was for five years as
an administrator, and that UMO wasn't
Orono's only record
store closes its doors
by Anne Lucey
The Augmented Fifth record shop
quietly closed its doors shortly after the
first of the year. leaving The Orono
community with no music store.
A sign on the front door of the
still- s toe ked shop reads, "Closed Tempor-
arily," but former employee Bruce
Fournier said owner Frank Kidwell intends
to keep it closed. "It pretty much went
bankrupt." he added.
The business didn't close "overnight"
Fournier said. "It was a long process" that
involved "a series of wrong decisions over
the last two and a half years. There was a
lot of money that was unaccounted for."
The Augmented Fifth was established on
Mill Street by David Roy in the summer of
1973. He sold it to Kidwell two years later,
according to Vikki hvers,landlord of the
Mill Street location.
Kidwell moved the shop to the present
location on the corner of Main and Mill
Streets in the summer of 1978 in order to
stock more stereo equipment, according to
Fournier.
"I think the biggest problem was when
the store got into stereo equipment."
Fournier said. "When you get a stereo
franchise, you must have the equipment on
the shelves. It can be hard to sell."
Fournier, acting manager when the ‘;hop
closed. worked at the store for three and a
half years.
He said he and Kidwell discussed sales
plans for the store's future one day and the
following Kidwell closed the store.
Fournier is not sure of the exact date of the
closing.
"Finally the inevitable happened."
Fournier said.
Jean Walker. landlord of the present
location, has never "met the man"
(Kidwell). but said she found out through
interested renters the shop was closed.
"Not to my knowledge is he closing for
good," Walker said, "but we're sitting on
it for a week or so."
Kidwell has not yet paid February's
rent, according to Walker who said Kidwell
has never been deliquent in rent payments.
The rent. $150 per month. "is incredibly
reasonable," Fournier said, denying that
rent was a factor in the closing.
He is not certain about the legalities
involved in the closing, but as to the store's
stock, he said "it all depends on what
happens with Frank's lawyers."
Bill Cowen, a former manager of
Augmented Fifth, is the one most likely to
open another record store in Orono,
Fournier said.
Neither Kidwell nor Cowen could he
reached for comment.
Kidwell, according to Fournier. could
not be reached at his Camden address as
"he is in a state of transition."
"As for me," Fournier said, "I'm
leaving in May."
requiring my services there. So, my
attorney called the University and said, 'It
seems to me, the way I read it, that all Dr.
Weigang has to do is make himself
available as an administrator, in order to
continue drawing his salary."
Despite this warning, the University was
"very surprised when I returned in the fall
of 1978 and refused to teach," Weigang
said. "He's not teaching!' they said. So,
in October, I think it was, my grievance
board hearings began. My salary had been
terminated Sept. 15, which is illegal; salary
is supposed to continue during the
grievance hearings and procedure."
"On Oct. 31, they ruled that President
Neville was right in his decision to demote
me and stop my pay. So I appealed that
decision, which was my second grievance
now."
"The grievance board met again in
December. I was still living in Old Town
when I got that decision in the mail a
couple of days after Christmas. The letter
said, in effect, that President Neville was
justified in all his actions. And Neville
acted on the board's recommendations by
telling me in a later letter that I had the
option of teaching at UMO, if I wanted to.
Well, I don't.
"I got Neville's letter on Jan. 23, while I
was in Mississippi. It said he had officially
dismissed me as of Jan. 16 of this year.
"So. now I'll just wait for Chancellor
McCarthv's comment next month."
BCC director resigns
to join consulting firm
Richard C. Little, director of Residential Life at BCC has announced his
resignation. Little will join the K. H. Little consulting firm in
Massachusetts.
Sources say goss Moriarty. director of Residential Life at UMO, has
made no decision yet concerning a replacement for Little. or if a
replacement will be sought. Little held the post at BCC for four years.
In his decision to leave, Little cited the lack of advancement and
professional development the position offers. He said he is looking for
financial improvement at his new post.
"I have a wife and child I have to think of," Little said, and added it was
a hard decision to make.
"I enjoy working here, I like the people I work with, and I love the
area," he said.
Little will leave at the end of the semester.
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. LAST CHANCE THIS WEEK ONLY' i
I Sign-up now for your 
I
! S e n i o r Portrait sitting outside 107 Lord Hall. !I
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Financial aid is available for Engineering and Science
Majors for graduate study in Nuclear Engineering,
Fusion Engineering. and Health Physics Graduate
Research and Teaching Assistantships stipends range
from $5000 to $8300 per year plus full tuition waiver
For information write Director. School of Nuclear
Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology. Atlanta,
GA 30332
MUSIC-Hire UMO 20th Century Music Ensemble for
your next campus event Call 381-7656 for information
Students, pert-time basic programmers, payment
project, develop software for specific business needs
Software will be put up on TRS-80 business system
11nderstandIng of (Input and outputl sequential and
rtndom disc flies very helpful Tel 827-7042 from 4
pm on
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI
Send $t 00 for 356 page mail order catalog of
Collegiate Research 10.250 topics listed Box 25097-B
Loa Angeles Calif 90025 12131 177-8228
Addressers Wanted Immedialleyt Word at home—no
experience necessary—expellent pay Write American
Service. 8350 Park Lane, Sult• 177, Dallas, TX 75231
MEN, — —WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, Foriegn. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer fob
or career. Send $3.00 for information SEAFAX. Dept
G-8. Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 96382.
''Earn at home by the phone, part time, 12 hours
weekly, 54-8 per hour, over 18, car required. 72 year old
highly respected firm. For Orono wee Only. Cell
257-3313 or write P.O. Box 2. Plymouth, Maine 04980.
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS CRUISE SHIPS
FREIGHTERS No experience High pay! See Europe,
Hawaii, Australia, So. America, Career Summer! Send
$385 for Into, to SEAVVORLD, DIV Boa 81035, Sado.,
CA 95880.
PART TIME JOBS. Excellent pay work whenever
you have time .no obligation. Write' SUMCHOICE
Box 530, State College. Pa 18801 and start earning
next week Please enclose $ 25 handling charge
"Subscribe to the National Socialists newspaper
While Power ' For free copy call 843-6709 before 1
p m or write P0 Box G-12 Rfd N2 East Holden
Maine 04429 Next Party meeting in Mane February
14th
"want to spend this summer sailing the Caribbean'
The Pacific? Europe" Cruising other parts of the world
aboard sailing or power yachts? Boat owners need
crews! For free information, send a $ 15 stamp to
Xanadu, 8833 So Geasner. Suite 661 Houston. TX
77038
WOMEN—MAKE MONEY AT HOME Get In on
Billion Dollar Merkel Sell line of Wedding invitations
Not get rich quick scheme Requires work Can be
full-time business Free brochure Arnold Co 206 East
Main, Rexburg. Idaho 83440
Wanted Work-study person who can assume res-
ponsibility for planning. Implementing, and directing a
nine-week summer employment program serving
economically disadvantaged youth in Penobscot.
Hancock, and Piecataquis counties Position requires
good organizational sod oomm unicat ion skills as well as
ability to work welt with people Must be availed.
immediately and have reliable means of transportation
Send rover letter and resume to Ms Marie Staples,
Department of Personnel, Penobscot Consortium
Training and Employment Administration, 333 Illinois
Avenue. Box 1138. Bangor, mains oaaoi
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Arts center funding still sought
...Performing Arts Center still a possibility
although $700.000 away from goal.
by Susan Day
More than five years after its original
conception, the proposed Performing Arts
Center for UMO is still an ideal, not a
reality.
Howard R. Neville, President of the
University since before the project began
in 1974, said the project is $700,000 short
of the necessary $2.5 million goal.
In 1974. when the center was proposed,
it was to be funded by the Second Century
Fund, which also funded the multi-purpose
sports arena. In the case of the sports
building, though, a naming donation of
one-half million dollars from Harold Alfond
allowed that building to be completed in
1978.
Despite the years of fund-raising.
Neville is still optimistic for the building's
future. "I am certain the center will be
built,— he said.
Neville said there were two possibilities
of large donations being investigated and
said either of the two could provide the
necessary funds. He would not identify the
possible donors.
The original plans for the complex
included a museum and art gallery as well
as the actual performing arts building. Six
million dollars was the estimated cost.
Table tennis tourney
held in Folger Library
by Natalie Slefinger
A table tennis tournament was held
Friday night and Saturday on the third
floor of Fogler Library. "I agreed to
hold the tournament in the library because
they asked me," Dr. James C.
MacCampbell, director of the library said.
"The library isn't busy then and I was just
trying to be cooperative."
David Rand, director of the Memorial
Union, said he contacted MacCampbell to
Unions International. UMO hosted the
tournament, which included games teams
from 33 New England colleges and two
Canadian schools.
MacCampbell said he had received no
complaints about the noise of participants
and spectators. "We held the tournament
on the third floor of the library and in the
part that was unfinished. The library is not
heavily used on Friday night and Saturday
morning."
MacCampbell said he would probably
tie
II i Sega
use the library's unfinished third floor
because there was no space large enough
in the Union for the tournament and the
Memorial gym was being used.
"It was large enough and it was
convenient to the Union," Rand said.
Rand said the basement of Lengyl
Gymnasium was available but was not used
because of its distance from the Union.
The table tennis competition was one of
several games included in the Regional
Tournament of the Association of College
not use the library for that type of function
again but "it would depend on circum-
stances."
Rand also said that use of the library
facilities for a games tournament was not
going to be a regular occurence. "It was a
once in a long time kind of thing," he said.
Approximately 29C students participated
in the various activities held during the
weekend. Games included table tennis,
fooseball. backgammon. chess, air hockey,
bowling and billiards.
Summer Orientation 1979
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"This was only a very loose estimate,"
v I e said. "We reduced that to 3.5
trillion, and I pared that down to 2.5
trillion."
Most of the cuts came from reducing the
riumber of seats in the auditorium from
2000 to about 1200, Neville said.
Eaton W. Tarbell Associates of Bangor
was engaged to design the complex and
provided one set of plans for the University
in 1976.
Since that time no new plans have been
drawn up. Neville said, "There was no
reason to spend $76,000 on drawings until
the time came when we would need them."
A source at the Tarbell office declined to
give specifics concerning the designs, but
did comment on the elements of inflation
cm the project.
"If you check construction costs between
1974 and 1979, you'd probably find they'd
risen an average of 10 percent per year,"
the source said.
The source added the difference in
construction costs would be made up
through materials and techniques, rather
than through large changes in size and
design.
"It would probably only mean a
moderate change in size." he said.
Using the 10 percent figure as a guide.
the same building projected in 1974 would
cost an estimated 4.4 million dollars.
The Second Century Fund doesn't have
that much. It doesn't have 2.5 million.
But the money it does have is in the
bank, "earning very good interest,"
Neville said. He said the interest was
somewhere near nine percent.
In addition to the money in the Second
Century Fund, there is an additional
$500,000 that was donated for the
construction of the adjoining museum. The
money, given to the University in 1971 by
alumnus J. Russell Hudson. is collecting
interest pending the construction of the
complex.
"If we could get all the money,
oonstruction of the complex could begin in
three months," Neville said.
Depending on which season of the year
construction began, the building could be
finished in "thirteen to sixteen months."
The 2.5 million dollar figure includes
only the building itself, not the completion
of the interior.
"Once the building is up, once there is
something to point to, I have no doubt we
will be able to get the funds needed. It will
be much easier to get the first $500,000 to
finish the inside than the $700,000 to finish
the structure itself," Neville said.
Dean Gordon Haaland, the chairman of
the faculty committee dealing with the
architects on the development of the
complex said, "The center is something
that will greatly enhance the campus and is
badly needed. I think it will be good for the
whole area as well as for the University
community."
Haaland inherited the chairmanship with
his position as dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences. Haaland will leave April 1 for
av ice-presidential job at UNH. Neville said
the next dean would continue with the
p3sition. "It goes with the territory.'
•Faculty not pleased
From page I
new budget. Davies said. "I think it's a
good start."
The faculty union, the Associated
Faculties of the University of Maine. had
hoped for a much higher salary hike. The
study which found UMaine faculty among
the lowest paid in the nation, done by Hay
Associates of Philadelphia. recommended
a 14 percent pay increase.
The Board of Trustees cut the figure to
10 percent last October when the Univer-
iity's requested budget was drawn up. the
trustees asked for a total budget of $43
million, representing an 18 percent in-
:rease over present expenditures.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS
Timetable 
February 7-14 Registration for vacant senate
seats.
February 14 Registration for president Vice-
President positions. Candidates
must collect 75 student signctures.
February 21 Elections to fill vacant senate
seats. Elections on Constitutional
Amendments. Signatures due for
Presidential/Vice-presidential candidates.
February 28 Presidential/Vice-Presidential
Candidates give speeches before the
General Student Senate. 6:30 p.m.,
Barrows Hall.
March 7 Election of Student Government
President/Vice-President.
March 14 New officers take office.
Senate Vacancies
Androscoggin - 1
Cumberland 1
Gannett - 1
Hart - 1
Knox - 1
Penobscot - 1
Off-Campus - 5
Graduate Students 1
Registration, petitions,
election rules and
information available in
the Student Government
office on the 3rd floor
Memorial Union from
8 a.m. - 5 p m.,
Monday through Friday.
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The University of Maine at Orono's student newspaper since 1875
D3 ug Bailey, Editor
Tammy Eves. Vows Editor
Paul Bat tented, Production Manager
Bill Mason. Photo Editor
Nancy McCallum Features Editor
John Donnelly, Managing Editor
Natalie &stinger, Copy Editor
Greg Betts. Sports Editor
Kurt Anderson, Advertising Manager
Melody Foster. Business Manager
Scot Cole. Asir Sports Ed,tor
The Mains Campus is a twice-weekly newspaper
published at the University of maim/ at Orono
Editorial and business offices Sr. located in 106
Lord Hall, Orono, Milne , 04473, Tel
207-581-7531 Advertising and subscription rates
available on request Printed at the Ellsworth
American, Eliswooh, Maine, 04605
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Promises, promises...
'1 think it's imperative that
we have a strong university in
this state. The type of
university within the type of
resources available. An
antagonistic attitude will not
exist between myself and the
University of Maine. —
Joseph E. Brennan
10/27/78
The Maine Campus
While Governor Brennan's
budget proposal, as it applies to
the University of Maine, may
not entirely establish
antagonism between himself
and the University, it probably
won't buy him any friends
either.
Brennan cut the proposed
University budget by $10
million in his recommendations
to the legislature.
With this cut goes a proposed
faculty salary increase of 10
percent, which should have
been 14percent according to a
report last year by the Hay
Associates of Philadelphia.
The Hay report noted that
UMaine salaries were among
the lowest in the nation and
recommended the 14 percent
increase.
But this was before President
Carter's belt tightening edict of
holding raises to seven percent.
Today, governors, heads of
companies and anyone else
who's job it is to establish
budgets, can pass the buck to
Carter and blame him for the
meager rules.
It is commendable that
Brennan seems to have
appeased both Democrats and
Republicans, liberals and
conservatives, with his
"austere" budget, but we think
he should reconsider the faculty
wage cut.
If he truly believes it is
imperative to have a strong
university, and wants to live up
to his campaign promises, he
will look again at his
recommendation.
A strong university does not
depend upon hockey rinks,
performing art centers or
theaters-in-the-round; it
depends upon the quality of its
teachers.
BCC senate: sad show
Student senates universally
have rough times establishing
themselves. Gaining respect
from students, faculty, and
administration takes some
doing. And some time.
Bangor Community College's
senate is proving to be no
exception.
The small—ten
person—body started seven
years ago. Judging from what
has transpired in their last two
meetings, they have major
problems. And no respect from
those outside and recently from
some inside the body.
In short, they have lost any
semblance of credibility.
That has no small
implications for a body that is
handling and dispensing about
$25,000 this year.
The problems started when
both the senate's president and
vice president weren't asked to
return to school because of low
grades. Both petitioned the
decision, and the vice
president—Reed Jordan—was
accepted mainly because they
couldn't find anyone to replace
•  
•
him on committees, sources
close to the situation said.
He assumed the presidency
and nominated a vice president
at their last meeting. He could
not get the 2/3 senate approval
needed for the post.
The vote was postponed to
Monday night's meeting. But
before the vote was taken one
member—Peter
Gagnon—submitted his letter
of resignation. It left the senate
with too few votes for a
quorum.
As Gagnon left the body he
added a touch of salt to the
tender wounds. "No one
knows that they're doing," he
told his ex-peers as he left the
MOM.
BCC's senate is in trouble.
They need to regroup and gain
a purpose.
If they don't they will
crumble. And all the
organizations depending on
their organization could
crumble with them.
It's a sad state of affairs;
then again, they're running a
sad show.
The Campus Perspective
Separate directions
A good friend visited me a few weeks
ago. Since his departure I have done some
thinking about his situation and mine.
We did a lot together during high school;
we had the same goals. Both of us wanted
dearly to leave our home town and get on
with college life.
And we did. Duncan to an Ivy League
school, I to UMO.
But now, almost two years later, our
lives, as they say, have gone in totally
different directions.
Duncan is on his own in Boston; I'm still
John Donnelly
running within the confines of an insti-
tution.
We sat and talked for hours while he was
up here and compared and laughed about
our different lifestyles.
He dropped out of school after his
freshman year because he was ready to
start some new adventures. Classes and
dormitory life didn't fit in well with his
plans.
He found a Boston apartment with
another friend and found a job in a
pipe-fitting warehouse. The job suits him
fine. It gives him rent, food, and party
money—that's all he needs or wants now.
His job is flexible; if he wants some time
off it's his. So, when he gets the urge, he
travels seeing friends.
His hair has grown long. He's been
experimenting with acid. And recently, he
moved into a commune in a Boston loft.
The loft consists of two rooms—one big
open room is where the 12 commune
members sleep and the other is called the
"Heating Room." because, as the name
states, it's heated. To an extent, they
share their food, clothes and money.
Duncan is happy. He's living the life he
has chosen to live. He has rid himself of
commitments along the way. His
commitment now is to himself; the
commitment, I guess, is to his feelings.
My life, on the other hand, is in stark
contrast. My adventures have, in some
way, revolved around school. I go off on
weekends. But I'm back in school Monday.
I work during the summer and winter
break. But the money goes to pay my
school bill.
School is a commitment. The Maine
Campus is a commitment. It seems life is
getting to be one big commitment.
And although I don't live in a dormitory
room and have taken up apartment life, it's
not quite like living in a city commune.
The apartment is carpeted, has heat
throughout, and the latest in the line of
kitchen appliances.
My hair is not long and I haven't been
taken up with acid.
But I too am happy with what I'm doing.
The university and this paper still offer
challenges, surprises, and high times. If
they didn't I wouldn't be here.
Duncan and I, simply put, are on two
different levels: he's living for the present.
while I have an eye on future days.
His lifestyle reflects his personality, just
as mine does. Sometimes I envy his. For
every so often I want to get on the road, to
get rid of commitments, to leave institu-
tional life.
Eventually, though, I settle back to my
present situation, to reality. I think of
where I am and what I'm doing. I'm
commited to another semester. That's
that, I guess.
I probably couldn't find anyone in
Orono, Maine that wants to live in a
commune anyway.
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East Gish 
Bureau Chief
Shazbut!
You can throw sticks and stones
and break my bones, and rob me of
my K
-Tel glass froster so I no
longer will be a hit at parties, but I
still refuse to say or think nice things
about "Mork and Mindy."
This alleged TV show's great
popularity (especially among the
"young adults" at UMO) is testi-
mony enough that we should put a
large cage over this great country of
ours and charge admission, thereby
putting the St. Louis Zoo out of
business.
I've watched portions of several
Mork shows, but didn't come to my
inevitable, unalterable, negative
conclusion until this vacation when I
actually sat down and watched all 20
minutes of an episode (like all TV
shows, 10 minutes is devoted to
Pampers. Crest and Schlitz and Co.
This shows they know who their
audience is: drunken toddlers with
clean teeth, and college students;
same difference).
Dan Warren
First, Mork generally is not funny
and talks too fast. On this particular
show, a stranger comes to Mork's
rescue and aids him with a favor that
escapes me. The stranger leaves
without being thanked a la the Lone
Ranger, and Mork asks, "Who was
that masked man? He stole my
teeth."
The line drew hearty chuckles
from the show's canned laughter
machine.
Mork says "nanoo, nanoo" when
greeting someone. It's not parti-
cularly funny but very popular. I
know, with the third-graders I taught
this past vacation. Home for five
weeks. I signed up as a substitute
teacher in the Scarborough school
department. I taught third grade
twice, fourth grade once, plus junior
high assignments.
In each class. I polled kids on their
favorite food and favorite TV show.
It was nearly unanimous; in every
class, especially third grade, "Mork
and Mindy" won hands down.
"Eight is Enough" and Battlestar
Gallactica" polled well, too.
Mork also says "shazbut" instead
of another popular word that begins
with "s-h." I won't argue with this
one; at least he's original. We all
need substitutes now and then.
Mindy, a talented actress who will
do well in another series some day. I
hope. this night asks Mork for his
attention. Mork says, "You asked
for it, you got it. I'm listening."
Gong.
The show does have its moments
of high, witty, adult humor, though.
On this show, Mork is down at the
alien registration center filling out
forms. The attendant asks him for
his name, birthday, home town, etc.
Then, moving to the education part,
he asks Mork, "Graduation date?"
And Mork answers, "Betty Lou
Zombeck." Now, that was funny,
and I had to force myself to keep
from laughing at this philistine,
juvenile show that is so popular with
the pre-pubescents of this country.
The people who watch this show
(people I otherwise greatly respect)
say they are searching for light,
unusual humor. These same people.
sadly, don't seem to have discovered
the Tonight Show and Johnny
Carson. Now, that's funny. Or how
about Monty Python on public TV?
With the country facing such
serious problems such as rampant
inflation. Liz Taylor's obesity and
quarterback Terry Bradshaw's bald-
ness, we can ill afford to squander
away our prime time television
hours. Mork and Mindy must go.
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Forcing waste dumps on states
To the Editor
Sometime this session, prob-
ably this week, the U.S. Senate
will make a decision that could
have a significant impact on
Maine. That decision involves
whether the federal government
has the right to force a state to
accept a national radioactive
waste dump. There is strong
political pressure from the nuc-
lear industry on the government
to "solve" the disposal problem
by quickly choosing a waste site.
At present. individual states do
not have the legal power to stop
the federal government from
building a technically flawed or
politically expedient waste dump
within their borders. We could be
saddled with the responsibility
and risks of storing the nation's
most hazardous waste products
for thousands of years whether
we want to or not.
Due to the daily shipments that
would be crossing our state on
their way to the dump site, we
would be faced with the almost
constant danger of transportation
accidents that could scatter
radioactive material over a wide
area. Such accidents could have
disastrous effects on health and
the environment.
Fortunately, we need not allow
ourselves to be forced to accept
such a dump. Senator George
McGovern has sponsored an
amendment to the 1979 Depart-
ment of Energy Authorization Bill
that will provide clear legal
authority for states to consider
technical data and approve or
disapprove a waste site by
legislative vote. If you agree that
the individual states should have
the final say in this matter, please
write Senators Muskie and Cohen
(Senate Office Building, Wash-
ington. D.C. 20510) and urge
them to vote for the McGovern
Amendment to S-2692. Or better
yet, call 202-224-3121 and ask to
speak to each Senator's energy
aide.
Steve Webster
Skitikuk School
Orono
Bienvenue au Quebec
It all began last Wednesday.
I was talking with a friend when the
inevitably embarrassing question. "What
are you doing this weekend?" came up.
Never one to openly admit anything I
didn't have to, I gave a non-commital "Not
much."
•"Wanna go to Quebec?"
I was hooked—I answered in my high
school French "mais, oui." And so it
began.
I paid my ten dollars at the foreign
language office and settled down to
prepare myself mentally for the trip. I
tried to remember how to say red wine,
how much, and where is the bathroom. and
found they came back to me easily.
Friday afternoon at three o'clock we
piled into a powder-blue University bus.
"We" consisted of the members of Le
Cercle Francais (the French club on
campus), myself and two other non-Cercle
friends.
I guess the three of us non-members
were there to help fill the bus and defray
the costs.
Like all field trips throughout history,
there were 45 people in a bus built for 44
people, we were three-quarters of an hour
late, and the perfume of someone's tuna
sandwich was everywhere.
The air was filled with "expressiones
Francais." and the tenseness of antici-
pation clung to each word.
After the inevitable roll call, last-minute
runs to the bathroom and ten more dollars,
we were off.
It was almost eleven when we (finally)
pulled into our accommodations. We were
slated to stay at the Notre Dame de Chemin
church, a typically designed stone struc-
ture with a nice-sounding organ.
Our domicile was a large basement room
with a table, chairs, and lots of floor space.
Within five minutes of our arrival the floor
was strewn with more than sixty sleeping
bags of every possible shape and color, as
everyone sought their own corner of the
world.
My two "je ne parle pas Francais"
friends and I took off, braving the
unbelievable cold as we wandered towards
the Chateau Frontenac in the center of the
old section.
We were back in our relatively snug
sleeping bags by 2:30, and visions of boat
races, parades, and croissants with coffee
were dancing in my dreams.
The next morning dawned brightly, but I
wasn't up to see it. In fact, there wasn't an
awful lot of motion in the room until about
nine. I awoke and piled on all the layers of
clothing I had brought with me. Rumor
had the temperature at minus twenty-five,
but the general consensus was that once
you're cold, you're cold, and after the first
ten degrees below zero it was all the same.
Armed with floral long underwear, two
pair of jeans, two cowl-necks and a sweater
under my down jacket, I waddled out into
the fresh sunshine.
Susan Day
The first thing I did was buy one of the
plastic canes that are made for carrying
beverages. That's a nice way of saying
what most people used them fot. I was no
exception.
A trip to the local Societe des Alcools,
and I was ready to brave the rest of the
day.
I wandered around Quebec with my
friends, searching for the boat race across
the frozen St. Laurence. It wasn't until
Sunday night that I found the race was
scheduled for Sunday and not Saturday. I
guess the conversation with those fellows
in the cafe wasn't as informational as I had
thought.
Saturday night was the climax of the
carnival—parties almost city-wide and a
parade through the main streets. At 7:30 I
went back out into the arctic temperatures,
hoping to get a prime position for parade
viewing. The scheduled starting time of 8
p.m. passed by without a sign of any
marchers, as did 9 o'clock and 10 o'clock. 1
succumbed to the cold, and headed down a
sidestreet for a cup of coffee. Heading
back to the parade route, I merged with the
crowd to see the finally-visible troops of
red-cheeked high school musicians and
pickup-towed floats. The queen of the
carnival rode by on a soft-drink com-
mercial. enclosed in her heated cubicle.
Stamping my feet to keep the frostbite at
bay, I thought aloud that this was a far cry
from the Rose Bowl. A young man to my
left responded something unintelligible in
French, so I smiled and nodded. Might as
well be sociable. I'd decided long ago. His
idea of sociable and mine were obviously
quite different, because he grabbed me
and before I knew what was happening he
was performing artificial respiration. kind
of. I tactfully (I hope) ended the
arrangement. Quebec during Winter
Carnival held a lot more surprises than I
had thought. I ended the second day tired,
hungry, and with a feeling of well-being.
Canada can be good for your soul. I
thought. as I drifted off to sleep.
Sunday morning. I walked the narrow
streets of Quebec, admiring the quiet and
the churches for one last time.
I wanted a cup of coffee, but the
patisseries were all closed and I had my
heart set on a croissant before I left
Canada.
In desperation, I ended up with toast and
a cold omelet. "C'est la vie," I thought
profoundly.
The afternoon brought all the travelers
together once again on the blue ice box,
ready if not eager to return to UMO. Talk
was of the trip, the night before and the
amount of alcohol consumed.
I settled in my private winterland. and
rambled over the recollections of the
weekend.
"Next time." I thought drowsily, "I'll
bring a pillow. And maybe Ill be more
careful who I smile at and nod to while
waiting for the parade.
"Maybe not."
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Sororities
make plans
for center
by Mary Ellen Garten
Campus • sororities have no immediate
plans to build houses, but they do hope to
build a conference center on campus.
Rumors of an apparent law prohibiting
sorority houses from being built in the
state of Maine have been circulating the
campus. but both campus police and Dean
William Lucy have no knowledge of such a
law.
Lucy. dean of Student Activities, said the
absence of such houses on campus has
been due to primarily economic reasons.
Sororities have been given the opportunity
to buy houses, but they haven't been able
to finance it, he said.
Ann Harrison. president of the LTMO
Panhellenic Council, agreed that a "lack
of funding" was the reason for not having
. houses in the past. and said houses are still
too expensive for the sororities to build.
The Nationals will donate money only after
the sorority raises a large amount of money
itself.
"For ten sororities to raise the amount of
money necessary for a house in a short
span of time is highly unlikely," she said.
"In ten years though, houses could be
built." Harrison thought it would be
detrimental to the unity of the Greeks if
just one or two sororities had houses while
the others remained on campus.
Any house built could not be located on
University property because the sororities
must own the land they use, but the
University is considering granting land to
the sororities for the construction of a
conference center to be located on campus.
"President Neville and the University
have been very responsive to our needs,"
Harrison said. "They see the need for
some viable space to be given to the
sororities. If there is space in the
University. a proposal for a conference
center will be made. Five years from now a
center may be built."
The center would house more than ten
sororities, which means that the sororities
would be moving out of the dorms
altogether. Some of the Greeks en-
countered problems last year trying to keep
their rooms in the dorms. The Panhellenic
Council, Residential Lite and the Dormi-
tory Activities Board have agreed that only
one sorority room should be allowed in
each dorm, with the exception of two
remaining in Balentine Hall.
Under these rules, three sororities will
-oe moving this summer. Harrison said
several unfinished rooms in the basement
of the Hilltop dorms are the most likely
moving spot.
If a center is built, there will be several
rooms for each sorority, including kitchens
and executive offices for the Panhellenic
Council. A committee of alumni asso-
:iation and developmental office members.
Panhellenic council executives. activity
deans, and a member of the physical plant
,s being formed to draw up plans for the
:enter.
Fire!
A 45 minute blaze broke out in York Hall last night gutting parts of the
ceiling. Police authorities speculate it began with the drapes. but are still
investigating the cause. No one was injured. [photo by Bill Mason]
Carnival activities include dorms
oy Mary Ellen Garten
UMO's winter carnival has been part of the
campus tradition for as long as Dean of
Student Activities William Lucy can
remember, but some years are better than
others. Although the weather is one factor
affecting the outcome, the enthusiasm of
the students is another.
The fraternity system has usually kept
the carnival going with their annual snow
sculptures, which are the mainstay of the
event. For some reason the dormitories
have taken a back seat to the weekend.
"It's always involved the entire cam-
pus." Lucy said. "It's harder for dorms to
get involved because it's easier for the
smaller living units, such as fraternities, to
get the organization and enthusiasm
going.•'
"People in the dorms can have just as
much fun," said John Powers, president of
the University of Maine Fraternity Board.
Powers is coordinating the events along
with Jay Kimball of Phi Eta Kappa. The
UMFB is promoting the Feb. 23 weekend.
"It's easier for the Greeks to get excited
about this." Powers said, "because they
are more cohesive than dorms. The
closeness between them turns to com-
petition easily."
Kimball believes a special carnival
committee consisting of Panhellenic. 1DB
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and UMFB members should be formed.
This would insure that a group with diverse
interests could plan something for the
entire campus.
IDB has agreed to help UMFB publicize
the weekend and encourage the Dorm
Activity Board presidents to get their
dorms involved.
The cost of the carnival has not yet been
decided. In the past, money has been
appropriated from different sources. This
year. however, a New York food company
has offered to underwrite the costs of the
carnival in exchange for advertisement of
their company. The administration has
approved the plans, and needs a final O.K.
from the company.
Most of the money will pay for a band for
either a dance or concert Friday night, with
proceeds going to the Multiple Sclerosis
fund. An open cross-country ski race will
be held earlier that day.
The snow sculpturing, open to frat-
ernities. sororities and dorms, will be
judged Saturday. Broomball games will
begin Saturday and end Sunday. An
intramural cross-country ski race will be
held Sunday.
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Campus racquetball blossoms...
hi' Stacy Viles
The newest rage on the national sporting
scene is racquetball. The popularity cf the
sport on this campus is demonstrated by
the number of students who registered for
the five racquetball classes offered this
semester. One hundred and ninety-nine
were placed on a waiting list.
There are only three racquetball courts
available at UMO. Each morning students
start lining up as early as 6:30 to reserve a
court when the office opens for the day at
7:30.
The only possibility for court expansion
would be through private donations,
according to Dave Ames, head of intra-
mural sports and a racquetball instructor;
like the Alfond Arena, which was made
possible by Waterville businessman
Harold Alfond.
Racquetball is played in a small, oblong
room called a court that measures 60 ft. by
30 ft. The walls are 30 ft. high. Equipmew
is minimal, requiring a small racket that
ranges in price from $8 to $45. and a small
hollow rubber ball. No special attire is
needed. The rules are the same as in
handball. It is a fast, high intensity game
that has players snapping at a ball that is
caroming off the floor, walls, and ceiling.
Racquetball evolved from handball. It
was invented by a Greenwich, CN. tennis
pro who updated paddleball with a
shortened tennis racquet.
The game has everything for the
part-time athlete. It is easy to learn, fun,
fast, and a great conditioner. In one hour
you can burn off 880 calories—equivalent
to three hours of tennis.
"People can be more successful at
racquetball than tennis." said Ames.
"The hardest thing is learning the ball is
coming at you at different angles."
"It's an ideal sport for this climate," he
added, "and it doesn't take up as much
room as tennis."
There are few skills to master with
racquetball as opposed to other racquet
sports. While tennis stresses form and
comportment. racquetball is free-wheeling
and uninhibiting.
"Any racquet sport lets one relieve
tension," Ames said, "It's a great
emotional stabilizer. Any time anybody
can hit something they relieve frustrations
and tensions."
Ten years ago 10,000 people played the
game, now an estimated 5.5 million play.
Thirty percent are women.
Ames said that two-thirds of those
enrolled in the UMO racquetball classes
are women. "Some guys don't care for
instruction," Ames explained. "They just
like to learn on their own. Women tend to
listen to instruction."
"I'm not a runner but I still wanted a
good workout, and racquetball gives me a
good workout," said Jane Weinstein. a
beginner, but a dedicated racquetball
player who rises at 6 a.m. four or five times
a week to reserve a court for herself. "Also
because for 45 minutes a day I can let it all
out by myself or with one or more
persons," she said noting the physical and
mental aspects of the game.
Dave Bilodeau, president of UMO's
Racquetball Club, explained that the
purpose of the club is to provide
competitive activity for all club members.
Schedules are set up and those with the
same capabilities play together.
"Racquetball is an easy game to pick
up." Bilodeau said, "but a hard game to
master. There are a lot of technical aspects
to pick up and learn later. That's what
keeps you going."
UMO's Racquetball Club consists of 114.
members. Nationwide, the sport is white
hot. And at UMO the racquetball rage is
reaching epidemic proportions.
...and a student aims for the pros
by Steve McGrath
Lydia Emerick has set her sights on one
goal: to become a pro in the fastest
growing sport in America—racquetball.
It takes time, work and determination,
but to Emerick it's a labor of love.
Every morning she runs three or four
.miles to the Bangor Airport (in this
weather, she admits to catching a ride
back) and then works with the Universal
weight machine to build wrist strength.
She works three or four more hours on the
game by herself.
First SO shots go to the corner with her
backhand, then 50 more go to the other
corner with her forehand. On and on her
set routine goes. She drills herself,
intensely. She wants to know every
movement and every bounce the ball will
take—instinctively.
"I started a year and a half ago and
loved the sport," the Orono native said.
"I'd play for hours and hours. I'd beg
Seminar aims toward
commuter involvement
by Stacey Viles
A special seminar for off-campus
students will aim at introducing commuters
to one another, and discuss problems
common to all commuters.
The seminar, titled The Origin and
Development of the Off-Campus Student,
meets every Wednesday at 3:30.
"Commuters need information, to dis-
cuss problems. and to hear others' ideas."
said Sharon Dendurent, instructor of the
seminar. Unlike students in dorms who
have the support of roommates, neighbors.
RA's and RD's, commuters are often
Sharon Dendurent
Off-campus students are given the
opportunity to get together and explore
their problems in commuter seminar
meetings.
isolated from campus affairs.
the big problem was housing," said Mary
Archer, one of two commuters enrolled in
the seminar this semester, "Nothing on
commuters."
Norm Carlisle. a junior history and
English major. said he enrolled in the
course to "force social interaction."
"I was kind of interested because you
were going into the origin and develop-
ment of commuters," said Archer.
"Everyone has different reasons for living
off campus."
Both Carlisle and Archer are dependent
commuters (living with parents).
Although a commuter. Archer said she
does not feel isolated.
"I've got enough friends on campus. I
hear enough so I know basically what is
going on," she said.
The objectives of the seminar include (a)
reading, and discussing current literature •
on commuters (b) exploring the advantages
and disadvantages of commuting (c)
learning more about oneself and UMO and
(d) developing a philosophical statement,
project, or program dealing with com-
muters.
Carlisle said he would like to do a class
project that would bring him in contact
with other students. He complained of the
anonyminity of seeing so many people. It's
just like being in a big crowd," he said.
Last semester a student did an inde-
pendent study on the campus parking
situation. The problem was presented to
the administration but there has been no
response yet.
"It's been difficult to attract students."
said Dendurent. explaining that with more
publicity the seminar will bring not only
more commuters but also more debate of
issues faced by UMO commuter students.
people to play with me, because I knew if
they would give me a chance, I could be as
good as they were," Emerick said.
"I play a power game," Emerick said.
Most women tend to be selective with
their shots. I do that too, but I have a
power game to go with it." Her game has
propelled her into being the fourth-ranked
woman player in the state.
She tries to participate in tournaments
every week. Two weeks ago, she played in
the Long Island Open with 600 other
players.
Racquetball is not really designed to be a
spectator sport with it's small closed off
court and high speed action. Because of
this, Emerick said, "sponsors are hesitant
to put money in because they feel people
won't see their product."
The sport and the money being pumped
into it continues to increase though. One
male professional made over $100,000 last
year, according to Emerick.
Some of Emerick's pupils who try
racquetball after playing tennis have a
hard time breaking the habit of using a stiff
wrist. "It's all wrist in racquetball. If you
hit a shot with your arm stiff, like in tennis,
and then hit one with your wrist—it's
amazing the difference in velocity."
She is currently the women's pro at the
newly opened Holiday Health and Racquet
Club in Bangor. The club has over 450
members.
Despite the work she has put in. Emerick
believes she must devote more time to it.
"Where some people play two or three
times a week. I was playing two or three
times a day. It's not enough, though."
1979 will be a year in which she hopes to
get closer to her goal of being a pro
racquetball player. If the goal does not
materialize, her love of this fast growing
sport will open a career in teaching it.
Either way, racquetball will be a big part of
Lydia Emerick's life.
— A Word to Season Ticket Holders
on the Theatre Division's Next Production:
A FLEA IN HER EAR, the classic French bedroom
farce, by Georges Feydeau, (to be directed by
Dr. J. Norman Wilkinson) has REPLACED the
scheduled opera, DIE FLEDERMAUS. All Season
Ticket holders will, of course, be able to exchange
their FLEDERMAUS tickets for reserved seats to
FLEA performances, with the exchange beginning
Wednesday, February 28, 1979 at the Memorial
Union Box Office(Hours:11-2PM, Phone:581-2100)
A FLEA IN HER EAR performance dates are:
Tuesday, March 13 through Saturday, March 17 -
in Hauck Auditorium with Curtain at 8:15 PM.
We are sorry for any inconvenience brought on by
this necessary change but we feel sure you will
enjoy A FLEA IN HER EAR.
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Jeff Lorber Fusion:
jazz band that soars
by Crilly Ritz
The Jeff Lorber Fusion. We're
talking power and energy, and about a
jazz band that soars without limits in
Hauck Auditorium last Friday night.
Friday night's concert was well
attended and will most likely be the
best music to come to UMO for awhile.
To have been there is probably the
only way to really understand what I'm
saying. Some words to describe the
band came to mind as I sat in
amazement: an ever evolving bio-
mass shifting, taking off, then landing
to ready itself for another flight."
The group is definitely on the I ise,
with no apparent obstacles to stop
their ascent. Bass, electric piano,
drums and soprano and tenor sax
comprise the Jeff Lorber Fusion.
Danny Wilson on bass was a "bad
blood" as he did the dance, communi-
cating on some higher level with Jeff
Lorber on keyboards. To say it
poetically, these two were the biotic
element, the living linear liaison of the
band.
Dennis Springer on the saxes was
the virtuoso, the lofty lead that
hovered over the constant play off
between Wilson and Lorber. Dennis
Bradford on drums, while not terrtly
distinctive, was the steady stalwart
against which everyone else could take
off. He did not distract and just
merged with the vacillation that was
going on.
"Toads Play" was one of my
favorite compositions all night.
Abrupt pauses with consequent surges
of power highlighted the tune as ar
underlying funk permeated. The sax
provided the frills.
The only complaint I could raisE
about the concert concerned the
acoustics which seemed to muffle the
tones of the bass.
Hailing from Portland, Oregon, thE
group stressed their rural roots with a
tune titled -Country." "Country"
gave me a '1 wanna go home feeling'
that conjured up images of bygone
days and long forgotten memories.
After a short break, the group
returned a greater cohesiveness as a
unit. The Band worked hard and the
crowd loved it.
A spacey element and a more
pronounced keyboard characterized
the second set. "Always There" gave
many in the crowd a thrill. This tune
let the drummer do his deed. Bradford
cooked with the sticks, pounding the
skins as if a fury had swept him.
Springer, on tenor sax, led the way
with interweaving, breathless leads.
Lorber's piano playing during
-Always There" also took on a frantic
character. He crawled out of his shell
and pounded away at the keys as if
there was no more time left.
And so it was over.. .but no. An
almost standing ovation brought the
group back for one last number. In the
words of Lorber, the crowd made all
the difference in making it worthwhile
to come "all the way to Orono."
"Tune 88" was the encore and it
provided the outlet for everyone to
wail, especially Lorber who took it at
his liberty to strike most, if not nearly
all 88 keys on the keyboard.
To say it simply, the concert was
great. The music caused me to forget
all about the near zero temperatures
outside and the fact that I was a
student at a college in North America.
For all those who didn't get to the
concert, I'd like to extend my
sympathies because a concert of equal
magnitude may not make its way to
Orono for quite some time.
EYEWHERE SHOULD BE FUN 8, FASHION
THE OPTIQUE CAN SET YOU APART
WITHOUT SETTING YOU BACK.
HIGH STYLE WITH A CHOICE OF 24 COLORS
STARTING AT 23 DOLLARS.
THE OPTIQUE 21 CENTRAL ST. BANGOR
p.
Fund raising efforts
rough for all colleges
by Debbie Noack
Private colleges are having increasing
financial problems because of competition
with public institutions, sources say, but
UMO president Howard R. Neville doesn't
think "they (private colleges) have any
different problems."
"There are problems that are inherent to
any institution," Neville said. "We're
grossly underfunded. We're having
trouble paying our bills."
In the past decade more than 100
colleges have had to close because of
financial problems. Less than half that
many new colleges have opened.
Sources say the chief reason these
colleges are forced to close is that they
must compete with public colleges which
receive regular subsidies from state
governments to keep tuition low. The
average yearly private college tuition is
now $2,970 compared with public tuition
which averages at $600.
At UMO the major fund-raising is done
by the development office, the Alumni
Association, the research and public
service office and the Pulp and Paper
Foundation. Most of the funds these offices
raise go toward projects such as professor-
ships, research, new buildings, scholar-
ships and ncw equipment. Unlike many
private schools. UMO has not been forced
to raise funds to keep the college from
closing down.
In the past decade there has been a trend
among private colleges to add to their
non-tuition income, sources say. In 1977,
Stanford completed a five-year campaign
that raised $304 million. Harvard College
plans to launch a campaign this summer
with a goal of at least $200 milion.
Operating costs are rising sharply and
scrne schools just don't have the funds to
meet these inflationary problems. In the
most trouble are the small liberal arts
schools with tiny endowments and few
government research grants that lean
heavily on tuition for their revenue.
Stanton Marshall of the Pulp and Paper
Foundation at UMO said "there is no such
thing as a private or public institution. The
University of Maine is not a public
institution in that it does not depend on all
public funds for support and growth, and
many 'private' colleges depend on govern-
ment grants and financial aid to their
students."
This seems to be the case as many small
private colleges are looking for new federal
student aid programs to bail them out.
Many students at private colleges arc
taking advantage of federal tuition grants
which they can use at either public or
private colleges. Through these and her
grant programs, public funds already
represent 35 percent of private college
revenues.
Similarly, much of the revenue of public
colleges comes from private sources, such
as endowments from alumni, wills and
bequests.
Marshall said. "I think it's true that
public institutions get the students from
families that would like to go to a private
college but can't afford to. Private
institutions do have to dig harder: for funds
because they don't get that one-third cut
from the legislature."
JOHN MOONEY
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Bears clobber UMass, 85-67
Easy two
Kevin Nelson makes it look easy against
Central Connecticut in the game the Bears
won 71-53 in Memorial Gym Saturday
night. (photo by Bill Mason]
by Greg Betts
Skip Chappelle, after riding for over two
hours on a B & A bus from Amherst, Mass.
to Kittery last night, still couldn't quite
comprehend what he'd seen out on the
floor of the Curry Hicks Cage earlier that
evening.
"Maybe after a good night's sleep I'll be
able to believe it really happened," said
Chappelle after his rejuvanated club had
just destroyed the Massachusetts Minute-
men 85-67 in what had to be one of the
most satisfying wins in the Skipper's
••••• 
coaching career.
"We didn't just beat them," said
Chappelle,"we blew them right off the
court.We played great defense at the start
and took them out of it early. And our
offense was as patient sas I've seen it all
year. We made 13, 14, 15 to 16 passes
before taking a shot, the way a good
controlled offense should be run. The
whole game was just unbelievable."
For the Black Bears it was their second
consecutive win in as many outings with
the Minutemen and the first time in
thirteen years that they have beaten
UMass on the laters home court.Maine
now stands at 12-8 for the year with a four
game win streak to their credit.
Maine struck immediately against the
much tallet hosts as they ran up an 11-0
spread before a Mark Haymore jumper
with 13:30 left in the half finally put UMass
on the scoreboard. A tough man-to-man
defense executed perfectly by Maine
caused 15 first half turnovers on the part of
the Minutemen and prevented them from
getting the ball inside to the 6'8"
Haymore, Massachusetts's leading scorer.
Massachusetts fought and dug their way
back slowly before intermission and did get
within eight, 33-25 with 2:05 left. But a
bank shot by Roger Lapham from the lane
moments later ignited the Bears to a 7-1
spurt over the Minutemen, to make the
score 40-26 at the break.
ECAC Basketball Statistics
NICK GALIS...top scorer
SCORING G. Pts.
Ave.
1. Nick Galis-Seton Hall 21 556
26.5
2. Steve Steilper-James Madison 21
544 25.9
3. Ron Perry-Holy Cross 21 523
24.9
4. Sly Williams-Rhode island 21
522 24.9
5. Stan Lamb-American 16 384
24.0
6. Ron Peaks-Canisius 24 571
23.8
7, Ron Valentine-Old Dominion' 20 468
23.4
8. Jo Jo Walters-Manhattan 16 371
23.2
9. RUFUS HARRIS-MAINE 19 435
22.9
10. Mike Brooks-LaSalle 20 456
22.8
REBOUNDING G. Rebs. Ave.
1. Mike Brooks
-LaSalle 20 262 13.1
2. Bob Stephens
-Drexel 19 243 12.8
3. Ren Watson-Virginia Commenwalth 22 276 12.5
4. Jeff Ruland-Niagra 22 244 11.1
5. Gary Jordan-Niagra 21 227 10.9
6. Joe Schoen-St. Francis (Pa.) 20 211 10.6
7. Gary Chesiock-Hofstra 22 225 10.2
8. Bruce Atkins-Duquesne 19 193 10.2
9. Nick Waterman-St. Bonaventure 20 200 10.0
10. Ron Valentine-Old Dominion 20 198 9.9
MIKE BROOKS
...top rebounder
The Maine offense shifted into super
high gear in the opening momemts of the
second half, outscoring the Minutemen
16-2 in less than four and a half minutews.
From there on it was a laugher, with the
team that had been humiliated so many
times in the past in the same building
suddenly sitting in the drivers seat.
Maine's biggest lead came with five
minutes left in the game, 80-45.
It was a great team effort on the paret of
the Bears, much like last weeks win over
Northeastern. Every starter for Maine did
exactly what was expected from them aND
MORE. Rufus Harris was on his game,
finishing again as the Bears leading scorer
with 26 (13 for 21 from the floor). Roger
Lapham blocked out underneath and
played with a renewed confidence,
finishing with 19 points and a team high
eight rebounds. Kevin Nelson went to the
hoop strong early in the game, like Maine
fans have prayed he would all season long,
and ended the night wiTh a dozen points.
Rick Boucher played an excellent floor
game, chipping in with 12 points. And then
there was Clay Gunn, who if he improves at
his present rate will go hardship by next
week.
"We leaned toward Clay because he's
not a scorer, but rather is an all around
force to be recond with." said Chappelle.
"He denied theior big gun (Haymore) the
ball most of the night and when Haymore
did touch it. Clay stole it cleanly away from
him." Gunn was credited with seven
rebounds, six assists, one dunk, eight
points and more importantly--seven steals
out of his forward slot.
Massachusetts, now 6-15 and suffering
through a disasterous season, got 18 out of
Haymore and 10 from Tom Witkos, the
only other Minuteman in double figures.
"Maine has made some excellent
progress in theior program in the past few
years," said UMass coach Jack Leamon
after the game. "We knew they were good
but didn't expect to get beaten like this."
UMO Sports Information Director Bob
Creteau probably summed it up best
following the game though.
"I've covered this team for five years
now and this is by far the best game I've
ever seen a Maine team play."
Icemen set for
crucial Colby tilt
The UMO hockey team faces off with
Colby College Wednesday night at Alfond
Arena in a game that could go a long way in
helping the Black Bears sew up first place
in Div. 2 of the E.C.A.C. and notch home
ice for the playoffs.
Maine's closest pursuers, Salem State a
game behind in second place, has contests
with Merrimack and Bowdoin over the
weekend. A loss in one of those two games
coupled with a Maine win over Colby could
very well send the Black Bears rocking into
the playoffs in first place with the
post
-season opener at the friendly confines
of Alfond Arena.
Maine and Colby squared off back on
Dec. 6th in Waterville and the Bears came
away with a highly
-emotional 8-3 win.
Though tomorrow's show
-down is being
played on Valentine's night there will be no
love lost in this one. Jack Semler's crew
looks to make it eight wins in a row dating
back to January 20th when they fell to
Division 1 Dartmouth. Along with the win
skein, there's a personal streak on the line.
Sophomore center Joe Crespi will be out to
break Jon Leach's consecutive game point
streak set last year. Over the weekend
Crespi picked up 2 goals and an assist to
run his totals to 19 goals and 20 assists for
the season.
No doubt a strong defensive effort will
be needed to deck Colby for a second time
and there to provide it will be Andre Aubut
and company. Aubut, Maine's assist
leader with 31, was named Division 2
defenseman of the week. Between the
pipes the dynamic duo of Jeff Nord and Jim
Tortorella continue to give the Bears
sparkling play. Currently, Nord is ranked
number two among Division 2 goalies.
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Breaking the tape
UMO's Peter Brigham is nipped at the
.finish of Saturday's mile run by Paul
McCusker of UMass, who ran the race in
4:13. 7.[Dave Adams]
Tracksters in surprise
win over Minutemen
by Mike Roddin
The Black Bear Track Team capped oft
the dual meet portion of their indoor
season Saturday with an exciting 74-62
upset victory over UMass in the UMO Field
House. Before the afternoon had ended,
four meet and two Field House records had
fallen.
Al Sherrard lead the attack for the Bears
as he captured first places in both the 35
pound weight and the shot putt as he and
teammates Laprucle and Reynolds swept
the weight. The trio of Segal. Palo, and
Chalmers also added to the Maine score by
sweeping the pole vault. Mark Segal had a
fine day topping the bar at 13'0"
In the jumping events, the duo of Lammi
and Dyer captured 1-2 in the triple jump
and teammate Mark Poirier finished
second in the long jump. The duo of
Cumpstone and Poirier combined for a
second the third place finish in the high
jump as UMass•s John Dowder won that
event at 6•6".
Peter Brigham turned in his best
performance of the season in a losing effort
(4:14.1) as he was beaten to the tape in the
mile by Paul McCusker of UMass (4:13.7).
In the 440 and 600, the Minutemen
captured both events with UMO's Kevin
Dyer and Nick Tupper finishing in close
second places behind the leaders.
In the hurdles it was Ben Reed (7.9) and
Mike Ouellette(8.0) repeating their 1-2
performance of the weekend before as the
speedy duo hit the tape together again.
Moments later, freshman Cameron Bonzy
brought the crowd to its feet as he
shattered the Meet and Field House record
in the 880 by turning in a blistering 1:55.1
performance. Following suit, Syron
Whipkey lowered the meet record in the
1000 (2:14.4) as he and teammate Brad
Brown turned in a repeat 1-2 performance
in this event.
"This is the most exciting meet I've seen
up here in years," said coach Ed Styrna,
"I've got to give UMass credit though,
they have some outstanding performers."
The last three events of the afternoon
and probably the most exciting belonged
entirely to the Minutemen. UMass's Tom
Quinn turned in the meet's stellar
performance as he lapped the tartan oval in
8:45.9 in the two mile snapping the meet
and Field House records. Quinn's time is
one of the fastest collegiate times turned in
by a runner in the east this year.
The mile relay proved to be another
crowd pleaser as UMass nipped Maine at
the wire as both teams were clocked in
3:21.1., a new meet record. The
Minutemen captured the last events of the
day as they outdistanced the Bears in the
two mile relay. Maine's indoor record now
stands at 3-0 and includes a State
Championship title. Next Saturday, the
Bears will host the annual Yankee
Conference Championships as UMO takes
or. some of the best teams in New England
Swimmers set three records in demolishing BU
by Danno Hynes
The UMO men's swim team broke
three pool records at the Stanley M.
Wallace pool Saturday and totally
dominated Boston University 81-32.
Coach Alan Switzer's powerful
swimmers captured first place in
every event except the 400-yard free
relay, the last event of the day, when
the Terriers edged the Bears.
Pool records fell in the 50-yard
freestyle with Bob Marshall's time of
21:93 and in the 1000-yard freestyle
when Pete Farragher turned in a
time of 9:54.87.
Lance Graham broke a school and
pool record that has stood since 1975
in the one meter dive with a score of
301. Graham also won the 3-meter
diving event.
Maine's 400-yard medley relay
team on Eppinger, Judge. Newman
and McCarthy captured that event
easily.
Other Black Bear first place
finishers were Chuck Martin in the
200-yard freestyle, Don Winant in
the 200-yard individual medley and
the 200-yard butterfly. Bob Marshall
in the 100-yard freestyle, Jim
Smoragiewicz in the 200-yard back-
stroke. Kendall McCarthy in the
500-yard freestyle and John Judge in
the 200-yard breaststroke.
Coach Switzer's New England
champions have qualified 11 swim-
mers so far for the Eastern Seaboard
Swimming and Diving Champion-
ships and hope to qualify more
swimmers during the next few
meets.
Maine's next meet will be Feb. 17
when they travel to the University of
Massachusetts to take on the
Minutemen.
Women take
second straight,
beat Vermont
by Scott Cole
The University of Southern Maine and
Connecticut are the next opponents for the
UMO women's basketball squad in home
games to be played this week in the
Memorial Gym. USM comes in for a 7:00
p.m. game Wednesday while the Huskies
from UConn check in for a 1 p.m. Saturdas
Afternoon contest.
The Black Bears have become nasty as of
late posting two consecutive wins to reach
the .500 mark at 4-4. Their latest conquest
came Feb. 9 in Vermont when they
ambushed the Catamounts 100-82.
Sophomore transfer Wendy Farrington
stole the show with 29 points from her
center position and 19 rebounds, both
game-highs. The Dryden native has been a
pleasant surprise to Black Bear coaches
Eileen Fox and Deb Davis thus far with her
scoring output and dominating presence in
the middle on defense.
Co-conspirators with Farrington in deck-
ing the Catamounts were Sharon Baker
with an 18 point evening and co-captain
Crystal Padziorko with 12. Sophornore
Marie Warner drilled in Maine's final two
points of the game running the Black Bears
total to 100 and allowing them to reach the
century mark for the first time in the
history of UMO women's basketball.
Margaret Consedine's 25 points and
Belinda Emerson's 21 led the way for the
losing Vermonters,
Biopharmaceutical Sciences
an exciting new career devekrrnent
The University ot Massachusetts at Amherst. School
of Health Sciences, Division of Public Health is
pleased to announce the development of a program
designed to train biostatisticians and
epidemiologists to undertake studies in the areas of
drug research, development and regulation_
This new program combines coursework in
boostatistics, epidemiology, pharmacology, and other
related disciplines. Together with field studies, these
courses prepare graduates for challenging careers in
the pharmaceutical industry and associated govern-
ment regulatory agencies.
For further information concerning this unique,
government
-supported program, call 013) 545-2151 Of
write-
Biostatistit....repinevrtuiogy Program Area
Biopharmaceutical Research Unit
Division of Public Health
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
Facto's of ,ace coo°, se., age ,efig.on nabo,,a, or,g, hancfica0i.e not cons,dwed The am,ss,of, 0, treatment 01 students 01
emP10Vment accordance.wee Federal and Stare oases and
,egglat.oes
by Danno Hynes
The UMO hockey team put its' offen:
into high gear last weekend with help fro
its' defensemen and bombarded 5
Thomas 11-2 and Union 9-2. Maine
defensemen either scored or assisted on
of the 20 goals netted by the Black Bear
Friday night, coach Jack Semler
skaters needed a period to warm up befo
they could shake off the determined S
Thomas Tommies and coast to an 11-2 wi
Maine led 3-1 after the first period ar
for awhile it looked as though the Tommi
were going to keep it close. Defensemi
Don Mason netted the first two goals of ti
game just 21 seconds apart midw,
through the period with assists from Pa
Croke and Gary Conn. Mason, who sy,
skating a regular shift as a result of D wig
Montgomery's shoulder separation, play(
extremely well in both weekend games
Center Joe Crespi cashed in on
powerplay opportunity and scored the thii
UMO goal of the period with assists fro
Robert Lafleur and Dave Ellis. Ti
powerplay came about after To mm
goal-tender Randy Crawford was caug
hitting defenseman Andre Aubut on ti
head several times in a pile up in front
the St. Thomas net.
The second period proved to be ti
death blow to St. Thomas as the Bea
scored four times to put the contest out
reach. UMO's hustling right winger Jot!
Tortorella, who spent a frustrating wee
end in and out of the penalty box, starte
the second period scoring spree.
Tortorella tipped a Tom Leblond sla
shot into the upper left corner to make
4-1. Leblond and Brian Hughes assisted
the goal.
With 5:04 showing on the clock Blat
Bear defenseman Dave Ellis lit the re
light with an assist by Aubut.
Joe Crespi made it 6-1 as he poked
Kent Lannan pass by Crawford. Lanna
and Paul Wheeler assisted.
Paul Croke. with assists by Aubut an
Cote, used some nifty stick handling I
sneak one in and finish the period at 7-
Less than two minutes into the fin,
frame Paul Wheeler took one in all alon
with the Bears shorthanded to make it 8-
Bill Demianiuk and Robert Laflei
sandwiched a pair of goals around a S
In hot pursuit
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lockey team chalks up two easy wins
Danno Hynes
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II Demianiuk and Robert Lafleur
wiched a pair of goals around a St.
In hot pursuit
Tortorella sandwich
'4 '
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Scrappy UMO winger John Tortorella is sandwiched between two Union
players as he tries to screen the goalie from a Gary Conn shot during
Saturday's victory. [photo by Dave Adams]
Thomas counter to run the score up even
more. Richard Cote assisted on one goal
and Aubut or both. Aubut's two assists
gave him five for the night and set a new
UMO record for single game assists by a
player.
Wheeler ended the scoring for the
night during the final seconds of a UMO
powe rplay
Jim Tortorella made some excellent
saves throughout the contest to up his
record to 9-5 while the Bears bombarded
Crawford with 59 shots.
Saturday afternoon the Bears dumped
Division II opponent Union College 9-2
behind the four goal performance of Gary
Conn.
Left winger Rob Day started the scoring
UMO 's Jamie Logan tracks down a rolling puck in Saturday's game with
Union which Maine won 9-2. [photo by Dave Adams]
seven minutes into the opening period with
assists by Aubut and Croke.
Croke and Conn scored1
Maine's other first period goals with
assists from Logan, Sweeney and
Demianiuk and Union beat Jeff Nord once
to end the period 3-1.
In the second period, play got more
physical and the penalties began to mount
but the Bears scored three more times and
the Dutchmen once. Black Bear goals were
by Hughes, Conn and Tortorella with
Mason getting two assists and Aubut and
Hughes one.
The third period saw some of the
roughest play of the season for Maine and
the game may have gotten out of hand if
the Black Bears had not skated away from a
few had situations.
Eleven penalties were assessed in the
final period and Maine took advantage by
scoring three powerplay goals to end the
game. Conn picked up his third and
tGurtn goals of the game and Aubut the
other as well as two assists as teammates
Crespi and Mason also assisted.
Coach Semler was obviously pleased
with his team's play during the weekend
"Our guys were concentrating and
skating hard because they realized that
during the next eight days we will finish op
our regular season in Division 11." said
Semler. "Both St. Thomas and Union were
scrappy teams and I was pleased we were
able to walk away from the action when
things got out of hand."
Semler praised the efforts of Mason.
Demoulas and Kent Lannan, who returned
to the line up following a six-week absence
due to a shoulder injury.
Semler was especially impressed with
the effort of defenseman Aubut whose nine
assists over the weekend now make him
the team assist leader.
"Andre was in a different world out
there. He played outstanding and had
some unbelievable passes.—
Mainc, now 21-6-1, will host Colby
College February 14.
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We're one company that hasn't
lost sight of what we do for a living
Engineering.
HUGHES is a dedicated Engineering company. Our product is our engineering expertise, our advanced technology,that gives us that all-important edge over the competition in the development and support of electronics equip-ment. An excellent record of technical achievement lies behind us. and an even more exciting.future lies ahead...a future that you could be a part of, if you're a BS degreed graduate in EE, Physics. Math or Computer Science.The kind of commitment, the kind of challenge, you look f9r in your future career is here...now...at Hughes ininnovative test system development areas such as:
HARDWARE DESIGN • SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT.SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SIMULATOR DESIGN
Design and Development of training simulators utilizing software and hardware applications.or. in vital people-oriented engineering fields such as:
FIELD ENGINEERING
Opportunities to travel worldwide installing and maintaining Hughes Electronics Systems.TRAINING ENGINEERING
Develop and present training pronrarns to customer personnel
PUBLICATIONS ENGINEERING
Ptuparation ut tectinwai instruLtrund, rtianuals
At Hughes. you II find one of the most comprehensive benefits packages anywhere. and exceptional oppor-tunities for continued growth through our Educational Reimbursement. Graduate Fellowship. and AdvancedTechnical Education Programs
You•ve decided Engineering is what you want to do for a living Do it with a company that wade that samedecision
•
Let's get together. Call or write to.
Professional Employment
Hughes Support Systems
P.O. Box 90515
Los Angeles. Ca. 90009
Attn. Bill Campana
213-670 1550. ext. 5445
r
Name
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Address
Degree
Areas of inte!e,,i
I Year graduating / School
HUGHES Support Systems
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